
SUPERIOR
COURT

40% Oil Modified Urethane Wood Finish

technicaL sPecifications
Appearance / Color ...............................................Clear
Odor ...................................................................Solvent
Shelf Life ............................................................2 years
Coverage.................................................600 sq. ft./gal.
Solubility in Water ...........................................Complete
V.O.C................................................................448 gm/l
Dry Time .........................................................5-6 hours
Viscosity ...................................................................A-4
Leveling ...........................................................Excellent
Slip Resistance .......................................................>0,5
Specific Gravity ..........................................0.91 ± 0.005
Storage Temperature......................................45-110 °F

Product descriPtion & benefits
SUPERIOR COURT represents the latest in wood finishes. It is recommended for use as a finish coat on gyms, racquet ball courts and other wood floors. 
SUPERIOR COURT exhibits high gloss, superior mark resistance and is very light in color. SUPERIOR COURT is readily applied with a lambs wool applicator,
K200 E-Z Way Applicator or heavy weight bar.

detaiLed usaGe & instructions
SOLVENT SCRUB METHOD: Dust mop to remove surface soil. Remove tape, gum, and sticky deposits. Pour court approved into a clean pail. Mop court
approved or apply with K200 E-Z Way Applicator to an area of approximately 100 square feet. Scrub with rotary floor machine equipped with a 3M High Pro
Pad or 100 grit screen. Pick up solution with a second mop and bucket. Do not pick up with a vacuum. Tack with court approved and allow floor to dry
thoroughly. WATER SCRUB METHOD: Dilute Court Appointed with water according to label directions. Mop solution or apply with K200 E-Z Way Applicator to
an area of approximately 100 square feet. Scrub with a rotary floor machine equipped with 3M High Pro Pad or 100 grit screen. Pick up solution with a wet
dry vacuum or a mop and bucket. Damp mop each section with clean water immediately after scrubbing solution has been recovered. After entire floor has
been scrubbed, tack with water and allow to dry. In cases of extreme humidity, it may be necessary to allow floor to dry for 24 hours or more. Do not apply
finish if floor shows any sign of moisture. SCREENING (DRY): Clean floor with Court Appointed. Equip  floor machine with a 100 grit screen. Abrade the floor,
turning screen after 200 square feet. Discard screen after 400 square feet. Vacuum floor with a vacuum equipped with a dry filter bag. Tack rag the floor with
water and let dry.  COATING: Apply superior court using a lambs wool applicator, K200 E-Z Way Applicator with lambs wool pad or heavyweight bar. It should
be applied at the rate of 500 square feet per gallon in the direction of the wood grain. Be sure all air blowing equipment is turned off and doors and windows
closed until the floor is tack free. Allow floor to dry overnight. Additional coats of finish may be applied as soon as the previous coat is dry to the touch. If floor
is not recoated within 24 hours, it will be necessary to abrade with 120 grit screen or maroon pad, vacuum and tack. Once final coat is “tack free”, provide 
adequate ventilation and air movement. Floor may be opened to light traffic after 24 hours. Allow 5 days before opening floor to athletic activities. NEW OR
NEWLY SANDED FLOORS: SUPERIOR COURT should be applied as soon as the final sanding has been completed. Floor should be vacuumed and tack ragged
with COURT APPROVED. Apply initial coat of first court with the grain of the wood floor at the rate of 500 square feet per gallon. Let dry overnight and abrade
with a 120 grit screen. Vacuum and tack. Apply a second coat of seal. Line athletic courts with a solvent resistant oil based paint. Remove tape within 2 hours
after painting. After paint has dried,  buff or lightly abrade with a 120 grit screen. Vacuum and tack rag to remove all dust before applying finish. Apply at least
2 coats of SUPERIOR COURT.
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Refer to the product label or contact a Cynamic Chemical Co. professional for additional usage instructions.

features & benefits
• Easy to Apply
• Excellent Gloss and Clarity
• Excllent Abrasion and Impact Resistance
• Durable and Long Lasting


